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ABSTRACT
Current approaches to multi-agent cooperation rely heavily on cen-

tralized mechanisms or explicit communication protocols to ensure

convergence. In this paper, we study the problem of decentralized

multi-agent learning, without resorting to explicit coordination

schemes. We propose the use of distribution matching to facilitate

independent agents’ coordination. Each individual agent will match

a target distribution of concurrently sampled trajectories from a

joint expert policy. Such distribution matching allows us to theo-

retically show that the agents will converge to a stationary joint

distribution if the sampled trajectories include observations of the

other agents’ behaviors. Experimental validation on the StarCraft

domain shows that combining the reward for distribution match-

ing with the environment reward allows agents to outperform a

fully distributed baseline and an uncoordinated imitation learning

scheme.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) [19] is a paradigm for

learning agent policies that may interact with each other in coop-

erative or competitive settings. MARL algorithms can be applied to

train agents to play soccer [36], two-player zero-sum games [33, 34],

and ad-hoc teamwork tasks [3]. Training multiple agents at once

can be challenging, since an agent updating its own strategy induces

a nonstationary environment for other agents, potentially leading

to training instabilities. To overcome these issues, agent policies can

be set up as a monolith, such that the agents can be trained together

but then deployed individually [7, 26], or coordinated through some

form of communication among agents. [14, 20, 21].

Fully decentralized training of agent policies remains an open

problem inMARL. Independent training is desirable in settings with

a large number of agents, where agents are faced with changing

environments [22], agents must team up in an ad hoc fashion [3],

when agents learn in a lifelong manner [38], or when ensuring

privacy is a concern [17].
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This paper considers learning MARL policies in a decentralized

manner without explicit communication or a central training mech-

anism, by using individual distribution matching against demon-

strations to assist learning. In the proposed approach, the individual

agents learn to match the state (or observation) visitation distribu-

tion of demonstrations from corresponding expert agents that have

been trained together on the task of interest. A scenario in which

such demonstrations would be realistic to expect is in the state-only

imitation learning setting, where human experts could provide a

rich source of demonstrations. For example, demonstrations of ex-

pert football/soccer players could be useful when training robot

players [36]. Another natural example for matching demonstra-

tions is that of human medical teams trained to accomplish difficult,

specialized tasks.

In the theoretical analysis, the paper shows how each agent

attempting to individually match the visitation distribution of its

corresponding expert demonstrations will lead to them learning

the joint expert policy, as long as the demonstrations were sampled

from expert policies that are in an equilibrium with respect to some

task.

The paper then proposes a practical algorithm that leverages

the above convergence properties, and presents each agent with a

mixed reward consisting of a cost function to encourage coordina-

tion through distribution matching and the environment reward.

Experimental evaluation in the StarCraft domain shows that this

approach accelerates learning compared to a distributed learning of

the environment reward in multiple scenarios. The evaluation also

shows that this benefit is obtained even when the demonstrations

are from a set of experts that are only partially competent at the task

to be accomplished. The ablations then tease apart the properties

of the demonstrations needed to assist with the learning. These

ablations show that the expert demonstrations given to each agent

do not have to be from the same trajectories, i.e., they do not need

to be recorded concurrently. It is sufficient for them to be from the

policies that were trained concurrently. However, demonstrations

from policies that were not trained together do not assist learning

in a similar manner.

2 RELATEDWORK
Cooperation in theDecentralized Setting.Many algorithms for

multi-agent cooperation tasks require some degree of information

sharing between agents. The information sharing can take many
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forms. In some methods, agents directly share model components.

For instance, centralized training decentralized execution (CTDE)

methods use a single centralized critic that aggregates information

during training, but is no longer required at execution time [7,

21, 26, 37, 43]. In practical implementations of CTDE methods,

agent networks often share parameters during training as well,

constituting another form of model sharing.

Assuming that agents share model components during training

is not always practical. Another body of work studies the decen-

tralized setting, where agents (and critics) are distinct models, and

information is communicated between agents. There are various

ways to accomplish such communication. For one, agents are al-

lowed to directly communicate information to each other [14, 18].

In others, there is a central network that provides coordinating

signals to all agents [12, 20]. The information communicated can

be leveraged in different ways. Wen et al. [42] propose multi-agent

trust region learning, where each agent has knowledge of the other

agents’ policies during training, and use this knowledge to ensure

that the best response of each agent does not cause the joint policies

to deviate too much. In contrast, this work studies the fully decen-

tralized setting without communication during training: separate

agent policies may observe each other, but no sharing of informa-

tion via a shared critic or communication protocols is permitted

during training or execution.

To our knowledge, relatively few works consider decentralized

cooperation without communication. Early work analyzed simple

cases where two agents with similar but distinct goals could co-

operate for mutual benefit under a rationality assumption [9, 28].

More recently, Godoy et al. [10] propose the ALAN system for

multi-agent navigation, in which agents learn via a multi-armed

bandits method that does not require any communication. Jiang

and Lu [15] study the decentralized multi-agent cooperation in the

offline setting—in which each agent can only learn from its own

data set of pre-collected behavior without communication—and

propose a learning technique that relies on value and transition

function error correction.

Distribution Matching in MARL. Ho and Ermon [13] origi-

nally proposed adversarial distribution matching as a way to per-

form imitation learning in the single agent setting (the GAIL algo-

rithm). Song et al. [35] extend GAIL to the multi-agent setting in

certain respects, by setting up imitation learning as searching for a

Nash equilibrium, and assuming that a unique equilibrium exists.

Their experiments focus on training the agent policies in the CTDE

paradigm, rather than the fully distributed setting.

Wang et al. [41] study using copula functions to explicitly model

the dependence between marginal agent policies for multi-agent

imitation learning. Durugkar et al. [6] show that when faced with a

cooperative task, balancing individual preferences with the shared

task reward can accelerate progress on the shared task for some

mixing schemes of the preference reward and the shared task. One

of the preferences they utilized was to match the state-action visi-

tation distribution of some strategies to solve the shared task. In

contrast to the above works, the goal of this paper is not to study

imitation learning, but rather to study how distribution matching

by independent agents can enhance performance in cooperative

tasks.

3 BACKGROUND
This section describes the problem setup for MARL, as well as the

imitation learning and distribution matching problems.

3.1 Markov games
A Markov game [19] or a stochastic game [8] with 𝐾 agents is

defined as a tuple ⟨𝐾,S,A, 𝜌0,T , 𝑹, 𝛾⟩, where S is the set of states,

and A ≡ A𝐾
is the product of the set of actions A available

to each agent. The initial state distribution is described by 𝜌0 :

Δ(S), where Δ(·) indicates a distribution over the corresponding

set. The transitions between states are controlled by the transition

distribution T : S×A0 ×A1 × . . .×A𝐾−1 ↦−→ Δ(S). Each agent 𝑖

acts according to a policy 𝜋𝑖 : S ↦−→ Δ(A𝑖 ), and the joint policy 𝝅
is the product of the individual agent policies. Note that each agent

observes the full state. We use subscript −𝑖 to refer to all agents

except 𝑖 . For example, 𝜋−𝑖 is used to refer to the agent policies,

{𝜋0, . . . , 𝜋𝑖−1, 𝜋𝑖+1, . . . , 𝜋𝐾−1}.
Each agent 𝑖 is also associated with a reward function 𝑅𝑖 : S ×

A0 × . . . × A𝐾−1 ↦−→ R. The agent aims to maximize its return

E𝝅 [
∑∞
𝑡=0 𝛾

𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑡 ], where 𝑟𝑖,𝑡 is the reward received by agent 𝑖 at time

step 𝑡 , and the discount factor 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1) specifies how much to

discount future rewards. In the cooperative tasks considered by this

paper, the rewards are identical across agents.

In Markov games, the optimal policy of an agent depends on

the policies of the other agents. The best response policy is the

best policy an agent can adopt given the other agent’s policies

𝜋∗
𝑖

= argmax𝜋𝑖
E𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 [

∑∞
𝑡=0 𝛾

𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑡 ]. If no agent can unilaterally

change its policy without reducing their return, then the policies are

considered to be in aNash equilibrium. That is,∀𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝐾−1],∀𝜋𝑖 ≠
𝜋𝑖 ,E𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 [

∑∞
𝑡=0 𝛾

𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑡 ] ≥ E𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 [
∑∞
𝑡=0 𝛾

𝑡𝑟𝑖,𝑡 ].
The theory presented in Section 4 deals with the above fully

observable setting. However, the experiments are conducted in

partially observable MDPs (POMDPs), which can be formalized as

Dec-POMDPs in the multi-agent setting [24]. Dec-POMDPs include

two additional elements: the set of observations Ω and each agent’s

observation function 𝑂𝑖 : S ↦−→ Δ(Ω).

3.2 Imitation Learning and Distribution
Matching

Imitation learning [2, 29, 31] is the problem setting where an agent

tries to mimic trajectories {b0, b1, . . .} where each b is a trajectory
{(𝑠0, 𝑎0), (𝑠1, 𝑎1), . . .} demonstrated by an expert policy 𝜋𝐸 .

Various methods have been proposed to address the imitation

learning problem. Behavior cloning [1] treats the expert’s trajec-

tories as labeled data and applies supervised learning to recover

the maximum likelihood policy. Another approach instead relies on

reinforcement learning to learn the underlying expert policy, where

the required reward function is recovered using inverse reinforce-

ment learning (IRL) [23]. IRL(𝜋𝐸 ) aims to recover a reward function

under which the trajectories demontrated by 𝜋𝐸 are optimal.

For agent 𝑖 ,

𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 (𝑠, 𝑎) := (1 − 𝛾)𝜋𝑖 (𝑎 |𝑠)
∞∑
𝑡=0

𝛾𝑡𝑝 (𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠 |𝜋𝑖 , 𝜋−𝑖 )

refers to the marginal state-action visitation distribution of agent

i’s policy 𝜋𝑖 , given the other agents’ policies 𝜋−𝑖 . For a single agent,



𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 (𝑠, 𝑎) is dependent only on that agent’s policy and the en-

vironment transition function. Ho and Ermon [13] show that in

the single agent setting, a policy that minimizes the mismatch of

its state-action visitation distribution to the one induced by the

expert’s trajectories and maximizes its causal entropy 𝐻 (𝜋) is a
solution to the RL ◦ IRL(𝜋𝐸 ) problem. The causal entropy 𝐻 (𝜋) is
defined as:

𝐻 (𝜋) := E𝜋 [− log𝜋 (𝑎 |𝑠)]

= E𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎𝑡∼𝜋

[
−

∞∑
𝑡=0

𝛾𝑡 log𝜋 (𝑎𝑡 |𝑠𝑡 )
]
.

In the multi-agent setting, imitation learning has the added com-

plexity that the expert trajectories are generated by the interaction

of multiple expert policies 𝜋𝐸0 , . . . , 𝜋𝐸𝐾 . Successful imitation in this

setting thus involves the coordination of all 𝐾 agents’ policies.

Song et al. [35] show that if there is a unique Nash equilibrium,

then the solution to a similar MARL ◦ MAIRL(𝝅𝐸 ) formulation is the

expert policies.

When comparing distributions, a metric of interest is the Wasser-

stein distance [25, 40] which is a measure of the amount of work

needed to convert one distribution to another optimally, where the

work is defined in terms of a ground metric 𝑑 in the metric space

on which these distributions are defined. More concretely, suppose

we have a metric space (M, 𝑑) whereM is a set and 𝑑 is a metric

on M. For two distributions ` and a with finite moments on the

set M, the Wasserstein-𝑝 distance is denoted by:

𝑊𝑝 (`, a) := inf

Z ∈𝑍 (`,a)
E(𝑋,𝑌 )∼Z

[
𝑑 (𝑋,𝑌 )𝑝

]
1/𝑝

(1)

where 𝑍 is the space of all possible couplings between ` and

a . In other words, 𝑍 is the space of all possible distributions Z ∈
Δ(M × M) whose marginals are ` and a respectively. Finding

this optimal coupling tells us what is the least amount of work, as

measured by 𝑑 , that needs to be done to convert ` to a . We use

𝑊 (`, a) to denote the Wasserstein-1 distance between distributions

` and a hereafter.

4 THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
This section provides theoretical grounding for the core proposition

of this paper. First, it shows that if 𝑁 agents are minimizing the

distribution mismatch to demonstrations generated by experts that

are trained together to perform a task
∗
, then for each agent, mini-

mizing the distribution mismatch to its respective demonstrations

will result in all agent policies converging to a Nash equilibrium

with respect to each distribution matching reward. Second, it shows

that if the agents are learning to maximize the mixture of an extrin-

sic task reward and a distribution mismatch cost—computed with

respect to demonstrations by expert policies that do successfully

maximize the task reward—then the agent policies will converge to

a Nash equilibrium with respect to the joint reward.

Note that there can be an inherent tension between multi-agent

learning and achieving single-agent imitation objectives. As a moti-

vating example, let us consider a simple four tile grid world, where

∗
For this claim, it is not assumed that the experts have successfully maximized

the task reward.

only one agent is allowed on a tile at a time:[
𝐴11, 𝐴12

𝐴21, 𝐴22

]
.

Suppose there are two agents. Each agent 𝑖 attempts to match a

simple joint state-action distribution, consisting of the 𝑖th agent

occupying tile 𝐴11, and the other agent occupying one of the three

remaining tiles. It is impossible for both agents to fully match their

desired distributions. What they will end up doing instead is largely

dependent on the learning scheme. For example, one possible policy

the agents could jointly execute is to take turns on the 𝐴11 tile.

The example above illustrates that for each agent to completely

match its desired distribution, the state-action distributions for all

agents must be compatible in some way. We formalize this notion

of compatibility in terms of the state-action visitation distributions

of each of the expert policies.

Let the state-action visitation distribution of a joint policy 𝝅 =

⟨𝜋1, . . . 𝜋𝑁 ⟩ be:

𝜌𝝅 (𝑠, 𝒂) := (1 − 𝛾)
𝑁∏
𝑖=1

𝜋𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 |𝑠)
∞∑
𝑡=0

𝛾𝑡𝑃 (𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠 |(𝜋)). (2)

Definition 1. State-action visitation distributions 𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 from a
collection of 𝑁 policies {𝜋𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1 (where 𝜋−𝑖 are the other agent policies
executed with 𝜋𝑖 to get the state-action visitation distribution 𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 )
are compatible if there exists a joint policy 𝝅 ′ = ⟨𝜋 ′

1
, . . . , 𝜋 ′

𝑁
⟩ with

the joint state-action visitation distribution 𝜌𝝅 (𝑠, 𝒂) (Equation 2) such
that the marginal state-action visitation distribution for agent 𝑖

𝜌𝜋 ′
𝑖
,𝜋 ′

−𝑖
(𝑠, 𝑎) := (1 − 𝛾)𝜋 ′𝑖 (𝑎 |𝑠)

∞∑
𝑡=0

𝛾𝑡𝑃 (𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠 |𝜋 ′𝑖 , 𝜋
′
−𝑖 )

= 𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 (𝑠, 𝑎) .
for all 𝑖 and for all 𝑠 ∈ S, 𝑎 ∈ A.

Observation 1. 𝑁 expert policies that are trained in the same
environment to perform a task induce compatible individual state-
action visitation distributions.

Observation 1 provides a practical way to obtain compatible

demonstrations. Note that the 𝑁 expert policies do not have to

successfully maximize their task rewards. If demonstrations are

sampled by executing the 𝑁 co-trained experts together, it is im-

mediate that the individual state-action visitation distributions

represented by the demonstrations are compatible.

Next we consider the use of reinforcement learning to minimize

the distribution mismatch of an agent’s state-action visitation distri-

bution to a target distribution. To do so, we define a reward function

that can be used to minimize this distribution mismatch.

Definition 2. A distribution matching reward is a reward func-
tion which, if used to train an RL agent, leads to a minimization of
the distribution mismatch between the agent’s state-action visitation
distribution and a target state-action visitation distribution.

An example of such a reward is the reward used in GAIL [13]

𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑙 (𝑠, 𝑎) = − log(𝐷 (𝑠, 𝑎)), where 𝐷 is the discriminator trained to

distinguish between the agent’s state-action visitation distribution

and the target distribution. We denote the distribution mismatch

between the agent’s state-action visitation distribution 𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 and



a given target state-action visitation distribution 𝜌𝜋𝐸𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 using

the Wasserstein distance𝑊 (𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 , 𝜌𝜋𝐸𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 ).

Claim 1. Consider the problem setting where 𝑁 agents are each
attempting to minimize the distribution mismatch to demonstrations
from compatible state-action visitation distributions. The individual
demonstration policies that generated the demonstrations are a Nash
equilibrium for the imitating agents with respect to the distribution
matching reward.

Proof. Let 𝜌𝜋𝐸𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 be the state-action visitation distribution

of the demonstration policy 𝜋𝐸𝑖 used to provide demonstrations for

agent 𝑖 , which is compatible with the other demonstration distri-

butions according to Definition 1. Let the the corresponding joint

policy be 𝝅𝐸 . Consider the distribution matching error for agent 𝑖 ,

for example the Wasserstein distance𝑊 (𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 , 𝜌𝜋𝐸𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 ).
We know there exists a joint imitation policy for which the cu-

mulative distribution matching error

∑
𝑖 (𝑊 (𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 , 𝜌𝜋𝐸𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 )) =

0, which is 𝝅𝐸 . Assuming the other agents follow policies 𝜋−𝐸𝑖 ,
𝑊 (𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 , 𝜌𝜋𝐸𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 ) ≥ 0 for all 𝜋𝑖 ≠ 𝜋𝐸𝑖 . Therefore, the joint pol-

icy 𝝅𝐸 is a Nash equilibrium with respect to distribution matching

reward for agent 𝑖 . We can show the same for all 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁 ]. □

Next, we highlight the key observation that because the state-

action visitation distributions represented by the demonstrations

are compatible, steps each agent takes to reduce its individual distri-

butionmismatch cost push the joint expected distributionmismatch

down for all agents, meaning that learning converges to the desired

joint policy.

Claim 2. Let each agent simultaneously and independently mini-
mize the distribution mismatch to the state-action visitation distri-
bution represented by the corresponding demonstrations. Then each
agent’s policy will converge to the corresponding demonstration policy,
and the set of demonstration policies will constitute a Nash equilib-
rium for the agent policies.

Proof. Let us define 𝝅𝑡 the resultant joint policy of 𝑁 agents

performing distribution matching for 𝑡 steps, 𝝅𝑡 (𝑠) = ⟨𝜋𝑡
1
, . . . , 𝜋𝑡

𝑁
⟩.

Based on Ratliff et al. [27], Ross et al. [29], we know that at each

learning step, all agents get closer in expectation to their corre-

sponding visitation distributions, i.e.,

𝑊 (𝜌𝜋𝑡
𝑖
,𝜋𝑡−𝑖

, 𝜌𝜋𝐸𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 ) ≥𝑊 (𝜌𝜋𝑡+1
𝑖
,𝜋𝑡+1−𝑖

, 𝜌𝜋𝐸𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 ).

Because of this expected reduction in distribution mismatch with

each learning step, the distribution matching error gets strictly

smaller in expectation as the agents learn, implying they will even-

tually converge to the joint expert policy 𝝅𝐸 as desired. 𝝅𝐸 is a Nash

equilibrium for the distribution matching problems, as indicated

by Claim 1. □

As stated earlier, one way to obtain compatible demonstrations

is to sample them from demonstrators that have been trained to-

gether to perform some task 𝑇 — where the demonstrators do not

necessarily maximize the task reward 𝑅𝑇 . In imitation learning, it is

typically not necessary for the agents to know what the demonstra-

tors’ task reward is. However, suppose that the agents have access

to both 𝑅𝑇 and demonstrations from experts at task 𝑅𝑇 , meaning

their policies maximize the return for that task.

Let 𝑅𝐼 ,𝑖 be the distribution matching reward, such that an agent

maximizing 𝑅𝐼 ,𝑖 will minimize the distribution mismatch to expert

𝑖’s state-action visitation distribution, where the expert policies

maximize 𝑅𝑇 . Note that expert policies that maximize 𝑅𝑇 are in

a Nash equilibrium with respect to 𝑅𝑇 . Claim 3 states that if the

agents are trained to maximize a reward function that is a linear

combination of the task reward 𝑅𝑇 and 𝑅𝐼 ,𝑖 , then the converged

agent policies should also be in a Nash equilibrium with respect to

𝑅𝑇 . The proof of Claim 3 relies on Claim 2, which shows that the

expert policies constitute a Nash equilibrium with respect to the

distribution matching reward.

Claim 3. Let 𝑅𝑇 be the reward function used to train the expert
policies 𝝅𝐸 , and let the expert policies have converged with respect to
𝑅𝑇 (i.e., they are in a Nash equilibrium with respect to reward 𝑅𝑇 ).
Let 𝑅𝐼 ,𝑖 = −𝑊 (𝜌𝜋𝑖 ,𝜋−𝑖 , 𝜌𝜋𝐸𝑖 ,𝜋−𝐸𝑖 ). Then 𝝅𝐸 are a Nash equilibrium
for reward functions of the form, 𝛼𝑅𝑇 + 𝛽𝑅𝐼 ,𝑖 , for any 𝛼, 𝛽 > 0.

Proof. Let 𝑅𝑐,𝑖 = 𝛼𝑅𝑇 + 𝛽𝑅𝐼 ,𝑖 . The following reasoning is on a

per-agent basis, so we drop the 𝑖 from 𝑅𝑐,𝑖 and 𝑅𝐼 ,𝑖 for convenience.

For 𝜋𝐸𝑖 to not be a Nash equilibrium with respect to 𝑅𝑐 there needs

to exist a policy �̃�𝑖 such that

E[𝑅𝑐 (�̃�𝑖 (𝑠) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )] > E[𝑅𝑐 (𝜋𝐸𝑖 (𝑠) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )] .
That implies

𝛼E[𝑅𝑇 (�̃�𝑖 (𝑆) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )] + 𝛽E[𝑅𝐼 (�̃�𝑖 (𝑆) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )]
> 𝛼E[𝑅𝑇 (𝜋𝐸𝑖 (𝑠) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )] + 𝛽E[𝑅𝐼 (𝜋𝐸𝑖 (𝑠) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )] .

But by definition, for all 𝜋𝐸𝑖 (𝑠),
E[𝑅𝑇 (𝜋𝐸𝑖 (𝑠) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )] ≥ E[𝑅𝑇 (�̃�𝑖 (𝑆) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )]

and

E[𝑅𝐼 (𝜋𝐸𝑖 (𝑠) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )] ≥ E[𝑅𝐼 (�̃�𝑖 (𝑆) |𝜋𝐸−𝑖 )],
which is a contradiction. □

In this section we focus on the process of 𝑁 agents jointly im-

itating their respective demonstrations. However, it is important

to note that this imitation is ultimately meant to help these agents

achieve some other goal.

In Claims 1 and 2 we do not assume the provided demonstrations

are generated by demonstrators that maximize the reward of some

task. However, Claim 3 implies that if they are experts maximizing

the reward of a desired task, then not only is the imitation process

going to converge to the desired policies, but also the task reward

and distribution matching reward can be combined to optimize the

same task — as we do when we empirically evaluate our approach.

This possibility is particularly useful in cases in which compatible

demonstrations are available, but not the policies which generated

them (as, for example, in cases requiring expert demonstrations

from teams of humans).

5 BALANCING DISTRIBUTION MATCHING
WITH THE TASK REWARD

The algorithm we propose is inspired by the theoretical analysis

in Section 4, and balances the individual objective of distribution

matching with the shared task. To do so, the agents are provided

a mixed reward: part cost function for minimizing individual dis-

tribution mismatch, part environment reward. This approach has



been shown to be effective in balancing individual preferences with

shared objectives in multi-agent RL [5, 6]. The individual agent

policies are learned by independently updating each agent’s policy

using an on-policy RL algorithm of choice.

The demonstrations used as targets for the distribution matching

are the state-only trajectories generated by agents trained on the

same task of interest. Using the state-only demonstrations has been

shown to be effective when imitating based on observations alone

[39], and the experiments also show its effectiveness in this setting.

These “expert” policies can show an intermediate competency in

the task at hand and the sampled demonstrations do not need to be

the same for all the agents, which is verified in Section 6.

This learning scheme for training individual agents is summa-

rized by Algorithm 1 and Figure 1.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section performs two main experiments. The first experiment

evaluates whether our method may improve coordination — and

therefore learning efficiency— over a decentralized MARL baseline.

A comparison against a CTDE algorithm is also performed. The

second experiment is an ablation study on the demonstrations that

are provided to our algorithm, to investigate the sense in which the

expert demonstrations should be coordinated.

6.1 Environments
Experiments were conducted on the StarCraft Multi-Agent Chal-

lenge domain. StarCraft features cooperative tasks where a team

of controllable “allied” agents must defeat a team of enemy agents.

The enemy agents are controlled by a fixed AI. The battle is won

and the episode terminates if the allies can defeat all enemy agents.

The allies receive a team reward every time an enemy agent is

killed, and when the battle is won. In all experiments, each allied

Figure 1: Demonstrations are sampled from a joint expert
policy. Agents individually match the visitation distribu-
tions implied by the corresponding demonstration. The
demonstrations consist of the expert agent’s own state and
observations of other expert agents. Additionally, agents are
also provided with the shared task reward.

Algorithm 1: Distributed MARL with distribution match-

ing

Input: Number of agents 𝐾 ,

expert demonstrations D0, . . . ,D𝐾 ,

environment 𝑒𝑛𝑣 , number of epochs 𝑁 ,

number of time-steps per epoch𝑀 ,

reward mixture coefficient 𝑐

1 for 𝑘 = 0, . . . , 𝐾 − 1 do
2 Initialize discriminator parameters 𝜙𝑘 ;

3 Initialize policy parameters \𝑘 ;

4 end
5 for 𝑛 = 0, 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 1 do
6 Gather𝑚 = 1, . . . , 𝑀 steps of data (𝑠𝑚, 𝒂𝑚, 𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑣) from

𝑒𝑛𝑣 ;

7 for 𝑘 = 0, . . . , 𝐾 − 1 do
8 Sample𝑀 states from demonstration D𝑘 ;

9 Update discriminator 𝐷𝑘
𝜙
;

10 Get GAIL reward 𝑟𝑚
𝑘,𝐺𝐴𝐼𝐿

= 𝐷𝑘,𝜙 (𝑠𝑚) for
𝑚 = 1, . . . , 𝑀 ;

11 set agent reward 𝑟𝑚
𝑘,𝑚𝑖𝑥

= 𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑣 + 𝑟𝑚𝑘,𝐺𝐴𝐼𝐿 ∗ 𝑐;
12 Update agent policy 𝜋𝑘

\
with data (𝑠𝑚, 𝒂𝑚, 𝑟𝑚𝑘,𝑚𝑖𝑥 )

for𝑚 = 1, . . . , 𝑀 ;

13 end
14 end

Output: 𝐾 agent policies 𝝅\

agent directly receives the team reward. StarCraft is a partially ob-

servable domain, where an allied agent can observe features about

itself, as well as allies and enemies within a fixed radius. The code

is provided at https://github.com/xxxxxx/adaptive_marl.

The specific StarCraft tasks used here are described below.

• 5m vs 6m (5v6): The allied team and enemy team consist of

5 Marines and 6 Marines respectively.

• 3s vs 4z (3sv4z): The allied team and enemy team consist of

3 Stalkers and 4 Zealots respectively.

6.2 Baselines
Our method is compared against a naive decentralized MARL algo-

rithm, independent PPO [32] (IPPO), where individual PPO agents

directly receive the team environment reward. Although agents

trained under the IPPO scheme cannot share information and see

only local observations, prior work has shown that IPPO can be

surprisingly competitive with CTDE methods [43]. We also com-

pare against a widely used CTDE method, QMIX [26]. Since agents

trained with QMIX have the advantage of a shared critic network

that receives the global state during training, the performance of

QMIX is expected to be better than that of decentralized methods

with no communication.

6.3 Setup
Our algorithm uses the same IPPO implementation as the baseline,

with the addition of a GAIL discriminator for each independent

agent 𝑖 to generate an imitation reward signal, 𝑟𝑖,𝐺𝐴𝐼𝐿 . The scaled

https://github.com/xxxxxx/adaptive_marl
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Figure 2: Learning curves of our algorithm, trained with two demonstration qualities, compared to IPPO and QMIX baselines
on the 5v6 task (left) and the 3sv5z task (right). Each curve is the mean of 5 runs with independent seeds. The shaded area
indicates the standard error for each curve. The win rates achieved by the demonstration policies are plotted as horizontal
lines.

GAIL reward is added to the environment reward 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑣 , with scaling

coefficient 𝑐 ∈ R:

𝑟𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑣 + 𝑟𝑖,𝐺𝐴𝐼𝐿 ∗ 𝑐 (3)

The data for the GAIL discriminator consists of 1000 joint observation-

only trajectories (no actions). The data is sampled from checkpoints

during training runs of baseline IPPO with the environment reward.

In runs of our algorithm, each agent imitates the marginal observa-

tions of the corresponding agent from the dataset (i.e., agent 𝑖 will

imitate agent 𝑖’s observations from the dataset). Since the allied

agent teams in our experimental domains are homogeneous
†
, the

precise mapping of agents to demonstration trajectories does not

matter—there simply needs to be a mapping and it should remain

fixed during training. For each task, we train our method with

demonstrations sampled from two joint expert policies that achieve

approximately 30% and 50% win rates respectively. The win rates

achieved by the demonstration policies are plotted on the graphs.

6.4 Main Results
We compare our method, which learns with a mixed imitation/task

reward, to baselines that are trained on the task reward only. All

algorithms are evaluated for 32 test episodes at regular intervals

during training, and trained for 10million time steps. The evaluation

metric is the mean rate of battles won against enemy teams during

test episodes. To evaluate our proposed method’s sensitivity to

demonstration quality, the method was trained with two sets of

demonstrations that have differing win rates.

†
Homogeneous in the sense that all allied agents have the same state and action

space.

Figure 2 shows that in both 5v6 and 3sv4z, our method signifi-

cantly improves learning speed over IPPO (the decentralized base-

line). QMIX (the CTDE baseline) learns faster than our method and

IPPO on both tasks, illustrating the challenging nature of the decen-

tralized cooperation problem. However, on 5v6, all three methods

converge to a similar win rate at the end point of training. It is pos-

sible that given enough training time, our method and IPPO could

converge to the QMIX win rate on 3sv4z as well. For both demon-

stration qualities, our method surpasses the win rate of the expert

joint policies. Despite a win rate difference between the demon-

strations of approximately 20% in both tasks, our method performs

similarly. This relative invariance to demonstration quality sug-

gests that the demonstrations provide a useful cooperative signal

that enable the agents to coordinate and thus discover behaviors

that aggregate more rewards than portrayed in the demonstrations

themselves.

6.5 Ablation Study
In the main results section, we provide our method with demon-

strations that satisfy two coordination conditions: that they are

co-trained, and that the demonstrations are collected concurrently.

In this section, we perform an ablation study on these two coor-

dination conditions to investigate which contributes more to the

performance of our method.

First, the demonstrations were sampled from co-trained expert

policies—this decision was motivated by the theoretical arguments

in Section 4. Second, the demonstrations for each agent were concur-

rently sampled. As the experiments are in the partially observable

setting, agent states contain observations of the other agents in the
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Figure 3: Ablations for IPPO trained with 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑥 on the 5v6 task. The case where the demonstrations are concurrently sampled
from co-trained expert policies corresponds to our method. Each curve is the mean of 5 runs executed with independent
random seeds. The shaded portions are standard error. The win rates achieved by demonstrations are plotted as horizontal
lines. Left: Experiments performed with the lower quality demonstration. Right: Experiments performed with the higher
quality demonstration.

environment. This implies that the state distribution matching re-

ward will consider how well agents can match their observations of

the other agents in addition to matching their own state. Therefore,

it might be beneficial for coordination if the expert demonstrations

were concurrently sampled by executing the expert policies in the

same environment at the same time.

We empirically test these hypotheses by applying our method

to demonstrations that vary in two dimensions: (1) whether the

demonstrations are sampled from co-trained expert agents, and (2)

whether the demonstrations were concurrently sampled. This leads

to four possible styles of demonstrations. For co-trained agents

with demonstrations sampled non-concurrently, the demonstra-

tions may be sampled from co-trained expert policies, but each

agent’s demonstrations originate from disjoint episodes. However,

for agents that were not trained together but whose demonstra-

tions are sampled concurrently, demonstrations could be obtained

from expert policies that were each trained in separate teams
‡
, but

executed together in the same environment.

The study is performed on the 5v6 task, with the same hyperpa-

rameters used in the experiments of the previous section. Figure

3 shows the learning curves of the four combinations. The axis

that appears to make the greatest difference in learning is whether

the demonstrations originate from expert policies that were co-

trained. However, whether the agent demonstrations were concur-

rently sampled does not appear to significantly impact learning. A

possible explanation for this phenomenon is that GAIL matches

the state distribution of the expert demonstrations. Although the

non-concurrently sampled demonstrations do not reflect the same

‡
To ensure that each expert policy is of similar quality — despite not being

trained together — the joint expert policies are trained with different seeds of the same

algorithm.

underlying joint trajectories, they do reflect the same distributions.

We observe similar trends when our method is trained with the

lower quality demonstration (Figure 3, left).

Thus, the study validates the hypothesis that demonstrations

from co-trained experts are necessary for the learning benefits

observed by our method over baseline IPPO.

7 DISCUSSION
This paper presents an avenue for distributed multi-agent training

without communication or explicit coordination mechanisms. Fully

distributed MARL is difficult, since simultaneous updates to differ-

ent agents’ policies can cause them to diverge. This paper studies

a possible way to enable distributed MARL for cooperative tasks,

by having each agent attempt to match a target state visitation

distribution, in addition to maximizing the return on their shared

task.

In our theoretical analysis, we show that if the target distribu-

tions are of demonstrations from expert policies trained together,

then the agents should converge to the expert policies even if they

are learning independently. Our experiments verify that mixing the

rewards for distribution matching with the task reward does indeed

accelerate cooperative task learning, compared to learning without

the distribution matching objective. The ablation experiments fur-

ther show that expert demonstrations should be from policies that

were trained together, but do not have to be concurrently sampled.

This work is a meaningful step towards fully distributed multi-

agent learning via distribution matching. However, there is much

that remains to be studied to achieve this goal in full. Future work

should, for instance, consider whether demonstrations sampled

from expert policies with other properties, such as those trained



with reward signals corresponding to different tasks, could be ben-

eficial for distributed learning. It is also necessary to thoroughly

analyze the relative robustness of our proposed approach and how

sensitive it is to things such as demonstration quality, levels of ex-

pert compatibility, and the presence of non-imitating agents. Finally,

the method proposed in this paper could be leveraged to combine

human demonstrations with a task reward for applications of MARL

ranging from expert decision making (similar to that done by [11]

in the context of medical recommendation) or in the context of

complex multi-agent traffic navigation [4]. Another potential path

forward would be considering human in the loop settings such as

the TAMER architecture [16], but in a fully distributed multi-agent

setting.
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8 EXPERIMENT DETAILS
The experimental code is based on the multi-agent PPO implemen-

tation provided by [43] and the PyMARL code base [30]. All MARL

implementations in this paper have fully separate policy/critic net-

works and optimizers per agent.

For all IPPO agents, the policy architecture is two fully con-

nected layers, followed by an RNN (GRU) layer. Each layer has 64

neurons with ReLU activation units. For QMIX agents, the policy

architecture is the same except there is only a single fully connected

layer before the RNN layer
§
. We attempted running QMIX with

the the IPPO agent architecture, but found that the performance of

QMIX significantly suffered (Figure 4 on 5v6. Thus, for the QMIX

experiments in the main body of the paper, the better-performing

policy architecture was applied.
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Figure 4: QMIX is sensitive to the agent policy architecture.
Performance on the 5v6 task suffers significantly when an
extra fully connected layer is added.

The critic architecture is the same as the policy architecture. The

discriminator architecture consists of two fully connected layers

with tanh activation functions.

9 HYPERPARAMETERS
For QMIX, the default parameters specified in Rashid et al. [26]

are used for both tasks. For IPPO, and the IPPO component of our

method, mostly default parameters (as specified in [26, 43]) were

used. The hyperparameters that varied between tasks or were tuned

are provided in Table 1. The remaining hyperparameters may be

viewed at the GitHub repository.

We conducted a hyperparameter search over the following GAIL

parameters: the GAIL reward coefficient, the number of epochs that

the discriminator was trained for each IPPO update, the buffer size,

and the batch size. The final selected values are given in Table 2.

§
This is the architecture used in Rashid et al. [26]

5v6 3sv4z
epochs 10 15

buffer size 1024 1024

gain 0.01 0.01

clip 0.05 0.2

Table 1: IPPO Hyperparameters.

5v6 3sv4z
gail rew coef 0.3 0.05

discr epochs 120 120

buffer size 1024 1024

batch size 64 64

n exp eps 1000 1000

Table 2: GAIL Hyperparameters.
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